NEW! GENUINE
LEATHER TODDLER
“SQUEAKY SHOES”
Get great quality squeaky
shoes for girls and boys

About Kids Squeaky Shoes
Children’s Squeaky shoes are becoming very popular among children and
parents!! They are not only functional but fun as well!!! You and your
toddler (and everyone in hearing distance) will love these shoes that
squeak! BEWARE---You and your little one will get lots of ATTENTION
with squeaky shoes—put a pair on your little girl or boy and let him/her
walk through Wal-Mart or a Shopping Mall. Everyone will be smiling
(some even laughing) at the squeaking sounds, they will probably even ask
you “Where did you get those squeaker shoes?”

What exactly is a Squeaky Shoe?
Squeaky shoes for children, sometimes referred to as Squeaking
Shoes, Squeaky Shoes, or Squeaker Shoes, are shoes that make a
squeaking sound with every step your child takes. Squeaky Shoes are
specially designed for babies, toddlers, and little kids. Squeaky shoes
are great fun for little girls and little boys, and a great way for parents
to track their child. The squeaky sounds can also be a great motivator
for beginning walkers. There are many, many more beneficial qualities as
well. The secret of these shoes is an insole air pocket. As the baby
presses his/her heel against any surface, the air travels through a small

squeaker embedded in the rubber sole. Some squeaky shoes are made
with a removable squeaker to provide for an easy way to stop the
squeaking noise if needed.

What is the purpose, other than fun, of buying Squeaky
Shoes?
Squeaky Shoes provide a physical benefit by helping your baby or
toddler learn to walk correctly and by promoting healthy walking.
Squeaky shoes "SQUEAK" when a child walks correctly, from heel to toe.
Your child will hear the squeaking sound and the squeaking noise will
encourage your child to continue walking correctly so they can hear it
again and again.
Squeaky Shoes provide infants and babies with stimulation to move and
explore and love the squeaky sound when their feet touch the floor in
their bouncy chairs. The squeaking sound also helps teach babies the
concept of "cause and effect" from their foot movements
Squeaky Shoes also provide a safety benefit by allowing you to keep
track of your little one. You can hear where your child is at all times
when wearing squeaker shoes!!!!
Squeaky Shoes can also serve as motivation for blind and visually
impaired babies and toddlers, who learn that moving their feet causes
the squeaking sounds. As a result they are encouraged to move, explore,
and take more first steps. Blind and visually impaired parents use
squeaky shoes to track their baby’s movements by sound.

When purchasing shoes for your baby or toddler, experts
agree it is important to remember that shoes should:
 Have flexible soles, and non-slip bottoms to provide traction

 Be made of leather or canvas or another type of breathable
material
 Have a ½ wiggle room between your child’s toes and the end of the
shoe
 Be flexible across the ball of the foot and lightweight so they do
not restrict important toe and foot mobility
Squeaky Shoe by Olivia not only meet expert recommendations for
your children’s shoes but they also offer the following benefits:
 High quality squeaky shoes for babies and toddlers
 Velcro closures provide an easy way to put on shoes and take shoes
off
 Flexible Non-Skid Rubber Soles but not too flexible that it does
not provide needed support
 Stylish genuine leather children's shoes (NOT PU or vinyl leather
like other brands of squeaky shoes)
 Removable squeakers----When you need to stop the squeak, just
remove the squeaker and place it in a safe place out of reach of
your little tot. Just pop it back in when you are ready for squeaky
again
 Available in toddler sizes 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
 Girls Mary Jane style squeaky shoes are perfect with your little
girl’s dress
 Boys real leather Squeaky Sandals with a closed toe to protect
those little toes
 Get the perfect fit for squeaky shoes with our printable toddler
shoe size chart. Just print, measure, and choose the perfect size.

When you are looking to buy that perfect baby or toddler
gift, Remember “Squeaky Shoes” make everyone smile!
Squeakers By Olivia is an online store providing high-quality products for Babies, Toddlers, Kids, Children and the Family
at low affordable prices!! Visit us at Squeaky Shoes By Olivia

